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BY
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1. Introduction. Let f be a complex-valued additive function of a set

defined on the bounded Borel sets in the plane in the sense of Saks [7], and

let Ci+p designate the closed disc of radius 1 with center at p. Berkovitz [l ]

has shown that if the total variation /c1+p |_</>(w)| =o(|^|_1), then for any

domain D contained in the interior of the fundamental square ß there is a

double trigonometric series ~^_,ameimx whose circular partial sums are uni-

formly equiconvergent with the circular partial integrals of feixudf{u) in D.

In this paper we extend the results of Berkovitz to set functions whose

total variation over unit circles with center pis oi\p\a),a> — 1, and obtain

results similar to his with equisummability (C, a + 1) replacing equicon-

vergence. We then apply these results to the uniqueness of double trigono-

metric integrals and show that if c{u) =o(|u\~'), e>0, and if fE2eix%lciu)du

is (C, 1) circularly summable to a function/which satisfies a Lipschitz condi-

tion of order a on every bounded domain, then iAir2)-1fE2e~ixufix)dx is (C, 1)

circularly summable almost everywhere to c{u). In particular if/=0, then

c{u) is almost everywhere equal to zero.

Zygmund's paper [lO], where analogous results for the real line are ob-

tained, provides the essential motivation for this paper.

2. Definitions and notations. As is well known, a complex-valued additive

function of a set f defined on the bounded Borel sets in the plane may be

written in the form

f — <í>i — fi + iifs — fi),

where fiii = l, • • ■ , 4) are non-negative additive functions of sets and repre-

sent respectively the upper variation and minus the lower variation of the

real and imaginary parts of f on any bounded Borel set. We shall designate

the total variation of f on the bounded Borel set E by either W{f, E) or

Je\ dfiu) | and shall define it as the sum fffE) +f2iE) +</>3(P) +fiiE).
The notation used in this paper will be vectorial ; thus u will designate the

point with coordinates („i, u2), ux will be the scalar product, and \u\ will

equal {u\+u\yi2.

By fiu) =o(| u\ ") will be meant: given an e>0 there is a | u0\ such that if

| w| > | „o|, then \f{u)\ <e| w| ".

By the set E — u will be meant the set of points {x; x = v — u, v in P}.
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a and [a] shall designate respectively the smallest integer =a and the

largest integer =a.

The characteristic function of a set E will be designated by/s(x).

By V2(,), we shall mean the Laplacian operator (D\+D\^ iterated / times.

V2(0) will be interpreted as the identity operator. Aif(x) will designate the

generalized Laplacian of / at x which is defined as «i if

/(xi + r cos 9, x2 + r sin 0)d0 = a0 + c*ir2/4 + o{r2)      as r -* 0.
o

The closed disc of radius R will be designated by Cr and the Euclidean

plane by E2. The fundamental square {x; —x = x,=x, i = l, 2} will be desig-

nated by ß.

We shall say that the trigonometric integral fEleixudtp(u) is circularly

summable (C, a), a>0, to the finite value L(x) if the circular partial integrals

of rank R,

Ir{x) =   f   eixH<f>(u),
J cB

are such that

/• R

IT{x){R2 - r2)^xrdr -*■ L{x) as R -><*>.

All additive functions of a set introduced in the sequel, unless otherwise

stated, will have as their domain the bounded Borel sets in the plane, will be

countably additive, and, corresponding to Saks [7, p. 66], we shall call them,

simply, additive functions of a set. All functions to be introduced will be

Borel measurable, and unless otherwise stated the definitions and notations

with regard to integration will be those of Saks [7].

3. Statement of main results. The main results of the paper are the fol-

lowing three theorems:

Theorem 1. Let T = fEleixudtp(u) be a double trigonometric integral with

W(tp, G — u) =o(|w| a), a> — 1. Let D* be a closed domain contained in the

interior of the fundamental square ß. Then there exists a double trigonometric

series S=YJameimx with coefficients am = o(\m\") such that fcReixudtp(u)

— ]Cmss ameimx is summable (C, a + l) to zero, uniformly for x in D*.

Theorem 2. Let T=fE2eixudtp(u) be a double trigonometric integral with

W(t¡>, Ci — u)=o(\u\a), ct> — 1. Let Di be a bounded closed domain. Then

there exists a continuous function g(u)=o{\u\a) such that fcReixudtp{u)

—fcReixug(u)du is summable (C, a + l) to zero, uniformly for x in Di.

Theorem 3. Let c(u), in L% on any bounded domain, be o(|7v|-e), é>0.

Suppose the double trigonometric integral fE¡eixuc(u)du is circularly summable
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(C, 1) to fix). Furthermore, suppose fix) is in Lip a on every bounded domain

ia positive and depending on the domain). Then the double trigonometric integral

(4ir2)_1/_2e-iIU/(x) M circularly summable (C, 1) to c{u) for almost every u.

Corollary. Let c{u), in L2 on any bounded domain, be oi\u\~'), e>0.

Suppose the double trigonometric integral fEieix%lciu)du is circularly summable

(C, 1) to zero for all values of x. Then c{u) is equal to zero almost everywhere.

Berkovitz [l ] proved Theorems 1 and 2 in the special case when a= — 1.

The hypothesis concerning/in Theorem 3 can be weakened slightly, with-

out changing the proof to be given, by assuming that / satisfies a Morera

condition instead of a Lipschitz condition. (For this, see Cheng [4, Theorem 3 ]

where a uniqueness result analogous to the one presented here is obtained

for double trigonometric series.)

To prove Theorem 1, it is first necessary to introduce the notions of the

convolution of set functions and the formal product of trigonometric integrals.

4. Convolution of set functions and formal products of trigonometric

integrals. Let f and f be two additive functions of a set. Then the set func-

tion % defined by xi-A) =fE2fiA—u)dfiu) for all bounded Borel sets A is

called the convolution of f and f and will be designated by f * f. The defi-

nition makes sense only if the above integral is defined. In particular we have

the following lemma:

Lemma 1. Let W{f, C_ — u) =o(| i*| *), k a real number, and let

/_ i( | m | * +1 ) | df{u) | < oo. PAew x=f*1l/ = '<l/*fisan additive function of a set.

For let A he any bounded Borel set. Then \fiA — u)\ ^W{f, A—u)

= oi\u\k), and xC<4) is well defined.

To show that x is an additive function of a set, take any sequence of dis-

joint sets {Ai} contained in A. Then since

wU,j^Ai-u\^w(f,Y.Ai-u\ é Wif,A -u) = o([«|»),

we have that xi _i_t" i Ai) is well defined and, furthermore, that

x( Z A?\ = J*  <*>( ¿ ¿, - «) dfiu)

=  f    ÍLfiAi- u)dfiu) = ¿ xiAi),
J -2    »=1 t—1

the last equality following from the Lebesgue dominated convergence theo-

rem.

To show commutativity, we observe that /__£_(«+_') |d#(_0|

= W{f, A—u)=oi\u\k), where/„(£) is the characteristic function of A, and
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consequently by Fubini that

r tp(A - u)d*(u) = r #(«) r /,(«+^)¿*t» - r *c¿ - *)<**(*).
•/ B2 J E2 J Ei J Ei

Let Ti^fs^e'^dtp^) and T2=fEteixud\p(u) be two double trigonometric

integrals with c/> and ^ as in Lemma 1. We then define the formal product

TiT2 = T3 to be the trigonometric integral T3=fE2eixudx(u) where x=<P *xl/-

Theorem 4. 7,e/ Ti=fEieixudtp(u) and T2=fEleixud\j/(u) be two double

trigonometric integrals where W(tj>, G — u) =o(\u\ "), a> — 1, awi /^l«!4

• |#(t<)| < oo where ö = 2ä + 5. Furthermore let X(x) =fEieixud\p{u) be such that

D'XlDXtVnz\{x) = 0

for x in E and for non-negative integers s, t, and z such that 0 <s+/+z= 5 + 1.

Designate the formal product T1T2 by Ts. Then Ti—\Ti is circularly sum-

mable {C, a + 1) to zero uniformly for x in E.

Remark 1. Berkovitz [l, p. 351] proved this theorem using a different

approach for a=—1, where the derivative assumptions on X(x) are not

necessary.

Set

X = tp*y¡/.

Then we see that the theorem will be proved when it is shown that

(1) AB(x) =   I    eixudx{u) - \{x) I    eixud<p{u)
J cB J cB

is uniformly summable (C, a + 1) to zero for x in E. To do this, we first prove

some lemmas.

Lemma 2. Let tpx and \j/x be additive functions of sets indexed by x in E.

Let W{4>x, Ci — u)=o{\u\a) uniformly in x and fEi\u\s\d\j/x{u)\ <K where K

is a constant independent of x, and a and S are as in Theorem 4. Furthermore

let \x{p) =fE2ei^d^x{u) be such that 7)J1P)^V2WXI(0) =0 for 0 = s+/+zaa + l

where s, t, and z are non-negative integers. Set Xx—<Px *^x- Then Xx{Cr) is uni-

formly summable {C, a + 1) to zero for x in E.

Observing that for fixed u,

(   {R2 - p^-p^xiC, - u)dp =  f   dp f   (P2 - p2)«p/cp(í)#x(p - u)
Jo J 0 J E2

= {2a + 2)-i f   (R2 - I p \2y+^x(p - u),
J Ob
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we have that

2(«+l)  f   X*(Q(P2 - P2)"pdp
J o

(2)

= (   dfj{u) f   iR2-\p\2)«+ldfxip-u).
J _2 J cR

Now in a manner similar to Berkovitz [2, p. 330 ], we shall show that the right

side of (2) is o(P2(a+1)), uniformly for x in P.

Let a he a non-negative integer. Then P2—p2 = R2— \u\ 2+2ui{ui — pi)

+2u2{u2—p2) — \u—p\2 and

iR2-p2)a+l=        E        ßr...t.ARi-\u\i]r\u-p[*'
(3) r+8+t+z=a+l

■ [uiiui — Pi)]*[ViiUi — p2)]1

where ßr,s,t.z are constants and r, s, t, z are non-negative integers. Since by

hypothesis for fixed u, /_2| u— p\ 2*{ui— pi)3{u2 — p2)'df xip — u) =0, we have if

|«I áP-2 that

I C
\\     \u- p \2ziui - pi)*{u2 - p2) 'dfxip - u)

=■ f I _> Ia-1 i>i I* 11>» I * I <^-Ci>) I
J _2-Cfi_|„|

_¡   P|  P-  I  M||-(2r+>+<+3)

where K is a constant independent of u and x. Since a similar inequality

holds if P+2 ¿ | m | ^2P, we have that

a+ f       ^ | ̂ .(w) [ (t_2 — | «. |2)-| Wl |-| «._!'
Cr J C2B-CR+1 /

I C
■   I     | u - p |22(„! - pi)' iu2 - p2) ldfxip - u)

(4) UCS '

_;o["p^r 4-r    )iá«,(«)ii»i^«i_.- i„ii-31

= o(P2<«+1>)

uniformly in x.

It is furthermore clear that

(5) f | df,iu) | | P2 - | M |2 I' I U |»+< á 0(P«+1+r+s+i)  = o(P2(a+1>)
J C„+2-<7„_2
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uniformly in x, and that

(6) f | dtpx{u) \ f   {R2-\p \2)°+11 #*(p - u) | = o(P2<"+1>)
J E2-Cm J Cg

uniformly in x.

Combining (3), (4), (5), and (6) we see from (2) that the lemma is proved

in the special case when a is a non-negative integer.

When W(tpx, G — u) =o{\u\ a+l) uniformly in x and a> — 1 is notan

integer, we have after replacing a by 5 in (3) and proceeding in the self-

same style as before that

(7) f   Xx{Cp){R2 - p2Ypdp = o(P«+«+2)
J o

uniformly in x, and that

(8) Xx(CB) = o(Ra+1) uniformly in x.

Writing the integral on the left side of (2) as the sum of the integrals

j       +j    ~]Xx(CP)(R2-p2)"pdp = A + B,

we see, after applying (7) and integrating by parts, that A =o(P2(a+1)) uni-

formly in x. From (8), we see that B also is o(P2(a+1)) uniformly in x, which

fact concludes the proof to the lemma.

Lemma 3. Let the hypotheses be the same as in Lemma 2 except that \x(t>)

is not necessarily equal to zero. Then

Ar,x(0) = xx(CR) - \x(0)tpx(CB)

is uniformly summable (C, a + 1) to zero for x in E.

Noticing that ypx(Ei) =\X(Q), we define the additive function of a set ^2,i

in the following manner:

M - {o
\x(0)itOisinA,

if 0 is not in A, for any Borel set A.

Setting \piiX(A) —\f/x(A) —^2,X(A), it is then clear that

Xi,*(p) =  f   eil,p#i.*(w) = \x{p) ~ X*(0)
J E2

and consequently that Xi,x satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2. Therefore by

that lemma xi.*(Ge) =Xx{Cr) — Xî.x{Cr) =Xx{Cr) — Xx(0)c6x(Gï) is uniformly

summable (C, a + 1) to zero for x in E where Xi.x = 4>x *^i,x, **■!, 2.
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We are now ready to prove the theorem, that is, to show that Ar(x) de-

fined by (1) is uniformly summable (C, a + 1) to zero for x in E. To do this

we define the following additive functions of sets:

tpx{A) =  1  eix"dtp{p),       fx{A) =  I eix*dif,{p)
Ja Ja

for all x in £ and then observe that

X(x) =  f   eix«dt{u) =  f   dipx{u) = \x{0),    X(x + p) = \x{p)     for all p.
J E2 J E2

Since tf>x, 4>x, and \x satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3, we have by that

lemma that

(9) Xx(CR) - \x(0)tt>x(CB) = Xx(CB) - \(x) f   eix"dtt>(u)
J cB

is uniformly summable (C, a + 1) to zero for x in E. If it can be shown that

Xs(Ge) ^(px*^x(CB)=fcBeixudx(u), then AB(x), defined by (1), is equal to

the right side of (9) and the theorem is proved. We shall now show this latter

fact.

Let A be any bounded Borel set and x any fixed point in E. Choose a

sequence of simple functions (gnO^)} such that |gn(«)| =1 and such that

gn(u)—*eixu for all u. Then noticing that \JAgn(u)dtp(u — p)\ = W(tp, A—p),

which is an integrable function with respect to $, we have

J eixHx(u) = lim   )        )  gn(u)dtp(u - p)   #(p)
J A n->°°  J E2\-J A J

=   I I  eix<-u~^d<p(u — p)   eixpd\p(p)

=  f   tpx(A - p)dfx(p)
J E2

= <j>x'4'x(A),

which concludes the proof to the theorem.

5. Formal differentiation. Let T be the double trigonometric integral

fE¡eixudtp(u). Then by (V2(,)DÎ17)Ï2)P is meant the trigonometric integral

which one obtains by applying the operator formally to T. Thus

(V2WDSX1DX2)T =   f   eixH<p„,t(u)
J E.E2

where
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/2z+8+t I        | 2 z   8    t(Í) | u I   Uiu2dfiu)
A

for all bounded Borel sets A. In a similar manner we define the sum of two

trigonometric integrals and the product of a constant and a double trigono-

metric integral. Finally we shall say that fEteixudOiu)=fBieixudfiu) if 0(_1)

= fiA) for all bounded Borel sets A.

Let co be a positive integer. Then since \u\ 2= \u— x\ 2 + 2xi(wi — Xi)

+ 2x2(w2 — Xa) + |x|2, we see that

(11) \u\2" =      E    Pr,s.t.z\ u — x\2r\ x\2z[xiiui — xi)]s[x2iu2 — xi)]'
r+s+t+z=b}

where pT,8,t,z are constants such that pr.s,t,z=Pz,8,t,r for non-negative integers

r, s, t, z.

Lemma 4. Let Ti=fE2eixudfiu) and T2=fEieixudf{u) where W{f, Ci — u)

= o(l) and fE2\u\kdfiu)<°o where & = 2. Set u=[k/2]. Then the formal

product P=TiT2 exists and

v   p =    E    Pr...i..[(v   Px.p^fJKv  'c^D^r,]
r+s+i+z=£d

where pr,,,t,, are defined by (11).

Setting x=f**l/, we see by Lemma 1 that P exists and that V2(t,,)P

= fE2eixudxiu) where x(_l) =/^î'2"|m| 2wdx{u). Defining fz,,,t and ^r,,,¡ as in

(10) and setting Xr,8,t,z = fz,s,t *fr,,.t, which exists by Lemma 1, we see that

the lemma will be proved when it is shown that

(12) XÍA)   = E Pr.8,t.zXr.8.UA)
r+8+t+z=u

for all bounded Borel sets A.

Now

Xr,8,t.ziA) = i     I      \u\   uiu2dfiu) I    fAiu + p) I #|   pip2dfip)
J E2 J _2

2.   I / i        12r i i 2z

= »       I      #(«)   I      /x(/>) I M I     | M - /> |

• [«l^i — ui)]"[u2ip2 — ui)]'dfip — u)

and consequently, from (11),

(13) T.Pr.8.t.zXr.8.t.ziA)   =   ii)2°   f     dfiu)    f   \p\2"dfiP  -  U)
J _, J A

for any bounded Borel set A.
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Choosing a sequence of simple functions {gn(u) } such that gn(u)-

uniformly on every finite interval, we have that

(14)

X(A) = (7)2" f | u\2»dx(u) = (*)<*•) lim   f   #(p) f gn(u)dtp(u - p)
J A »->■»   J E2 J A

= (¿)<2w) f   #(«) I   | p\2"dtp(p - u).
Je, Ja

(12) then follows from (13) and (14), and the lemma is proved.

6. Localization. To the double trigonometric integral   T=fE2eixvdtp(u)

where W(tp, Ci — u) = o(\u\ a), a> —1, we associate the Riemann function

F(x) = tp(0)(xi + x2)2"/(2co)!2" + f        L(x, u)dt¡>(u)
(15) Jc--°

+ (- 1)" J            e""| m [-2wcf^>(î*)

where w = [a/2 ] +2 and

e"»-[l + (7X7í)/l!+(7X7í)2/2!+ • • • +(7X«)2"-V(2co-l)!]
L(x,u)=-¡-¡-I        MF^O.

(i)2"\u\2"

It is clear that V2 applied formally o¡ times to P(x) will give back the

integral T. Furthermore since 2co—a>2, it is also clear that the last integral

on the right in (15) converges uniformly in x.

Given two closed bounded domains Di and D, it is well known that if

7>iCT>°, the interior of D, a function X(x) of class C(k) can be constructed for

any non-negative integer k such that X(x) = 1 if x is in 7>i and =0 if x is not

in D. We shall call such a function X a localizing function for the domains 7>i

andTA
Setting DR(x) = fcReixudu, we obtain the following localizing theorem.

Theorem 5. Let T=fE2eixudtj>(u) where W(tf>, Ci-u) =o(|w| a), a> -1.

7e/X(x) be the localizing function of class C[2(S+M)1 for the closed bounded domains

Di and D where DiED0, w= [a/2] + 2, a77á ô = 2â+5. Furthermore let F(x) be

the Riemann function of T. Then the difference

(16) AR(x) =  |    eix"dtt>(u) - (4X2)-1 j    F(u)\(u)V2iu)DR(x - u)du
J cB J E2

is uniformly summable (C, a+1) to zero for x in Di.

From the decomposition of tp mentioned at the beginning of §2, we see

that there is no loss in generality if we assume tj> to be a non-negative additive

function of a set. The proof of the theorem will be given in three parts. For

the first part, we shall assume c6(G/2) =0. Then designating the set function
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/_( —1)"|m| —2<*dfiu) defined on all the Borel sets in the plane by $iA), we

have that

Fix) =   I eixu_<_(w) = Tu.

J _2-C1/2

Set yiu) = i^ir2)-lfE2e-ixu\ix)dx. Then since X(x) is of class CI2(S+a)1,

7(M) = (4ir2)-1/_2e-ixu(-î|M|)-2ts+u)V2(a+w)X(x)_x if u^O, and consequently

y{u) =oi\u\~2(-i+w)) and is in L2C\Li on the plane. Therefore

X(x) =  |    y{u)eixudu =   I    ei:ru_r(„) = g[x]
«/ _2 J _2

where %\k] denote the Fourier integral of X and r(_l) =fAy{u)du for Borel

sets A. Furthermore it is clear that if r+s+t^oi, then

(17) g [(V2COP;pI2X(x)] = (V2<rKpI2)g[\]

and also that

/,
| „|2u+1| _T(w)| < ».

_2

This latter fact in conjunction with the observation that Wi$, Ci — u)

= 0(|m| — (2+">), v>0, gives from Lemma 4 that

(18) V2(W,(F^[X]) =        E       Pr.s,^(V2<VX)^V2(VX)r.[x].
r+s+t+z=ùi

By (17), unless r = s = t = 0, {V^W^D'^)g [X] converges uniformly to zero

for x in Pi, and consequently the circular partial integrals of every formal

product in the sum on the right in (18) are uniformly summable (C, «4-1) to

zero for x in Pi by Theorem 4. Observing from (10) that po,o,o,. = l, we con-

clude that the circular partial integrals of V2(")(Pa,g[X])-(V2(")Pw)g[X] are

uniformly summable (C, a + 1) to zero for x in Px. But V2(<a)P_ = P, and by

Theorem 4, Pg[X]—XP is uniformly circularly summable (C, a + 1) to zero

for x in Pi. So we can conclude further that the circular partial integrals of

(19) V2<")(7a,r5[x]) -xr

are uniformly summable (C, o?-f-l) to zero for x in Pi. Since for x in Pi, X(x)

= 1, to conclude the proof of the theorem in this first case where fiCi/2) —0, it

only remains to show that the circular partial integral of rank P of

V2^)(P.g[X]) in (19) is equal to

(47T2)-1 I    Fiu)Uu)V2^DBix - u)du
J _2

in (10). This will now be done.
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Setting P = Ta% [X] and M = T * <3?, observing that $ is a positive or nega-

tive measure (according to the sign of ( — 1)") defined on the additive class of

Borel sets in the plane and that W{T, A) =0 for all sets A in this class of

Lebesgue measure zero, we conclude that M{E) =fEp(u)du tor Borel sets E

where u is in Pi on the plane and that

p =   I     eixup.(u)di,
J E2

By Remark 1, the circular partial integral of P—\Ta converges to zero

uniformly in x; consequently

/,
eixup(u)du = \(x)F(x) (which equals zero when x is not in D)

and

p{u) = (4x2)-1 I    e~ixuF(x)\(x)dx.
J ;.E2

It then follows that the circular partial integral of rank R of V2(ai)P is

/eixa,(—l)"\ u\2wp.{u)du = (4x2)-1 I    F(p)\(p)dp Í    ^»t»-*)(—1)« | « \2»du
CB J E2 J CB

= (4x2)-x f  F{p)\{p)V2^DR{x - p)dp,
J E2

which concludes the first part of the proof to this theorem.

Remark 2. It is apropos at this time to point out that, using (19), we

have just proved

/ei^(-lY\u\2"ß{u)du -  I    eixudtp(u)
cB J cB

is uniformly summable (C, a + 1) to zero for x in 7J>i in the case IF(ci>, G/2) =0.

In Lemma 5 it will be shown that u(u) is continuous and u(u) =o(\u\ a-2a>).

For the second part of the proof, we assume that tj>{E2 — G/2) and that

t6(0)=0. Consequently by (13)

P(x) =   I L{x, u)dtp(u).
J cm-o

From the fact that for u in G/2 —0

tV tï( t,       n v- {ixu)h-a   {iui)>{iui)1
Dx,Dx.L{x, u) =      >.-¡—¡-

2 *=max(a,o) {k-a)\     i2°\u\2<°
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where a = s+t — 2w, we conclude that the partial derivatives of P(x, u) with

respect to Xi and X2 are uniformly bounded for x in a bounded domain and

u in C1/2-O. Fix) is therefore of class C(oo) and V2<">F(x) =fCm-oeixudf{u).

Integrating the last integral on the right side of (16) by parts, we see that

(16) can be written as

A„(x) =  f        e""dfiu) - (4*-2)-1 f V2<">[F(„)X(m)]Pb(x - „)_«.
J C1/2-0 J D

Since V2<-a) [P(x)X(x) ] is of class CC2S> and equals Jcin-oeixudf{u) on Du it is

clear that A„(x) —»0 uniformly for x in Pi, which concludes the second part of

the proof of this theorem.

For the third part of the proof, we assume 0(P)=O if 0 is not in P.

Then A„(x) in (16) is given by

r       r(«i + «2)2m     1
AB(x) = </>(0) - (4tt2)-V(0)  I   V2<">P X(„) ¡DrÍx - u)du

J d L     2co!2" J

and it follows that A„(x) —>0 uniformly for x in Pi.

Observing that any non-negative additive function of a set f can be

written as a sum of three parts corresponding to the three cases of the proof

considered, we see that the proof of the theorem is complete.

Before proving Theorem 1, it will be necessary for us to reexamine the

function piu) obtained in the first part of the proof of Theorem 5. We do so

with the following lemma.

Lemma 5. Let f and T be two additive functions of a set with the following

properties :

(i)  Wif, Ci/2)=0 and Wif, Q-u) =oi\u\°), a>-1.
(ii) T(/l) =fAy{u)du for all Borel sets A, where yiu) is a continuous func-

tion which is o(| m| _2(ä+ia)), 5 and w 05 in Theorem 5. Set $(/!) =Ja\ u\ ~2wdf{u)

and M = T * <_. PAew _7(_1) = J\p-iu)du where p{u) is a continuous function and

p.{u)=oi\u\a-2'°).

By Lemma 1,

C     YiA - p)

JB2 I  i|2"

=  j      -j—r—dfip) I    fA{u + p)y{u)du
j_2 \pr      JEt

=fÄL HTF^H-
Therefore piu) =/_2(t(m — £)/|/>| 2w)dfip) and piu) is clearly a continuous

function. To show p{u) =o(| u\ a-2»), write
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/y(u — p) C y{—p),,      dtpip) = \   y\     dtpip + u)
s.      \v 2" J E.    \ i> + u\2a

/y{—p)                         r           y{—p)i       dt¡>(p + u) + -,-i—íy- 0>(p + m)

*-«**»   \t + *\" JcM*    \P + u\2»

= Pi + P2.

Now

Pi|=0(       max       \y{-p)\ ) = o( | m|-2<5+">) = o{\u\a-2»),

and

Il.Ufl+i ç \y(-p)

+ | 7(0) I W(tp, 0 + «) I m |-2u.

[|u|/2]+l     /. I   y(—p)   I

I -B2| ̂     E i      , ia>(p + 77)
,=i    ^tf.-c4_, |p + «|2u

The last expression on the right side of (20) is clearly o(\u\ a~2a). For the

sum on the right side of (20), we observe that the annulus C, — G_i with

i = [ I tí I /2 ] +1 can be covered by less than Ki circles an, n = l, • • • , nit,

where AT is a constant independent of i and u, mt<Ki, and the radius of

an = l. The following facts are true about <r„:

(a) max   | y(-p) | = o(7-2<s+">)-
V ¡n "„*"

/•    | d<p{p + u)\ .     .—¡——■—-¡- = o(\ u I"-2")    uniformly in i and n.
Hi   \p + u\*°

Therefore

I i A   ,      i>M    *M + M)    = 2v max   [ y(-p) \
J Cf-Ct-t    \P + U\2" ¿_1 J>in<r„< J,<     \p + U\2"

=: Kii-2<s+"->o( | 7<|a-2")

and the sum on the right side of (20) is

tl«l/2]+l

=     £    Au-2<s+M>0( | u |a-2w) = o( | « |°-2").

¿=i

Since both Pi and P2 are o(\u\ °-2w)J so is p(tí) and the proof of the lemma is

complete.

Remark 3. In the proof of the first part of Theorem 5 we showed that

fi(u) = (4X2)"1 f   e~ix"F(x)\(x)dx
J E2
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where P(x) was the Riemann function associated with f so chosen that

Wif, Ci/2) =0 and X(x) was the localizing function of class C[2(S+M)] for two

bounded closed domains one contained in the interior of the other. By

Lemma 6, we can now conclude that

(4ir2)-! f   e-ixuFix)\ix)dx - o( | u\«-2").
Je,

7. Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of this theorem is divided into two

parts. First we treat the case when W{f, Cyi) = 0.

Choose closed domains Pi and D contained in the interior of the funda-

mental square ß such that P*CPiCPiCP°CPCß°. Associate with Pi and

D the localizing function Xi(x) of class C[2({+")] which is 1 in Pi and 0 outside

of D, S and co as in Theorem 5. Then by Remark 3

(21) (41T2)-1 f   e~ixuFix)\iix)dx= oi\u\"-2a).
J E2

We now define a function G(x) periodic in each variable of period 2ir and

equal to P(x)Xi(x) in ß. Developing G(x) in a Fourier series and designating

this series by ®[G], we have

©[G] = 0o + (-1)"!'«. | m [-»•«««■
m

where ' indicates the omission of 0. By (21), am = oi\m\"). Since a — 2co

= « — 2([a/2]-f-2) = —{2+v) where v>0, we have that the above series con-

verges absolutely and uniformly to G(x).

Designating by A the set of all lattice points m = {mi, m2) in the plane, we

define an additive function of sets 0 in the following manner:

dim) =am for m^O, 0(0) =0,

0(Uwî) = E^(m) f°r au finite union of lattice points,

0(_l)=0(_lf\A) for any bounded Borel set A.

It is then clear that   PF(0,   Cx-u) =.(|w| «),   IF(0,   d/2)=0,  fcReixudB{ti)

= EímláA ameimx, and that the Riemann function associated with fE¡eixudd{u)

is

(22) (-1)" E am | m \-2«eimx = G(x) - 0O.
m

Let X(x) be the localizing function of class C[2(5+")] which is 1 in D* and

0 outside of Pi. Then by Theorem 5,

(23) E' ameimx - (4t2)-1 f    [G{u) - 0o]X(m)V2(b'P„(x - u)du
|m|__ ^r>i

is uniformly summable (C, a + 1) to zero for x in D*. But clearly

/_10oX(m)V2(")P„(x — u) converges to zero uniformly for x in D*. Further-
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more G(x) = F(x) in 7>i. We therefore conclude from (23) that

(24) £' ameimx - (4x2)-* f   F(u)\(u)V2™DR(x - u)du
\m\S¡R J Di

is uniformly summable (C, a + 1) to zero for x in D*. This fact coupled with

Theorem 5 concludes the proof to the first part of the theorem.

Remark 4. We point out for use in the proof of Theorem 3 that in the case

W(tf>, G/2) =0 the series whose circular partial sums are uniformly equisum-

mable (C, a + 1) with fcReixuckp(u) in D* has no constant term. Designat-

ing the series by ~52'ameimx, we see from (22) that the Riemann function asso-

ciated with this series is ( — 1)" "^Z'am\m\~2ueimx = G(x) — a0 and that G(x)— a0

differs from the Riemann function associated with fE2eixud<p(u) in D* by a

constant.

For the second part of the proof of Theorem 1, we assume that W(tf>, A)

= 0 if A is a Borel set lying outside of G/2. Then g(x)=fcineixudtp(u) is a

function in C("\ and X(x)g(x) is a function in class C[2C5+u)1, where X(x) is

the localizing function for T>*CTJ>?CTJ>iCß° of the first part of the proof of

this theorem. Set h{x) =\{x)g{x) in ß and make h{x) periodic of period 2x in

each variable. Then h{x) can be expanded in a Fourier series ^m bmeimx where

bm = o( 17771~2(5+w)). This series, however, converges absolutely and uniformly to

h{x) and therefore to g{x) for x in D*. Therefore fcReixudtp(u) — ]Ci«>ls« bmeimx

converges uniformly to zero for x in D*, which fact proves the second part of

this theorem.

Observing that any additive function of a set tp can be decomposed into

two set functions, one corresponding to each part of the proof, we see that

the proof of the theorem is complete.

8. Proof of Theorem 2. By Remark 2, after setting g{u) = (-1)" | u\2uß(u),

we see that the theorem is proved in case W(tj>, G/2) =0.

Let us assume that W(tj>, A) =0 if A is a Borel set lying outside of G/2.

Then h(x) = fcV2eixud<p(u) is a function in class Cl°°\ Let D be a bounded

closed domain containing 7>i in its interior and let X(x) be the localizing func-

tion for Pi and D of class C(4). Then h(x)\(x) is a function of class C(4). Set-

ting g(u) = (iw2)~1fE2e~ixuh(x)\(x)dx, we see that g(u)=o(\u\~4) and that

fcRg(u)eixudu is uniformly convergent to fcmeixudtp(u) for x in Di.

Observing that a general tp can be decomposed into two additive functions

of a set, one corresponding to each part of the proof, we see that the theorem

is proved.

9. Proof of Theorem 3. Let us assume first that c(u)=0 if u is in G/2.

Then the additive function of a set c6 defined by tj>(A) =fAc(u) du for any

bounded Borel set A is such that W(tp, G/2)=0 and W(tp, G — u) =o(\ u\~').

Let F(x) = — fE2eiuxc(u)\ u\ ~2du be the Riemann function associated with the

trigonometric integral fE2eixudxp(u). We shall show that F(x) is in class C(2)

and that V2P(x)=/(x).
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For given any point x, consider the closed disc Ci + x. By Remark 4 in

the proof of Theorem 1, there is a trigonometric series ^'ameimx with coeffi-

cients am = oi\m\~l) such that fcReixuc{u)du— EUisä ameimx is (C, 1) sum-

mable to zero uniformly for x in G + x and such that G(x) —0O, the Riemann

function associated with this series, differs from P(x) in G + x by a constant.

Also it is clear that EUi_b ameimx is summable (C, 1) to/(x) in G-f-x. By

[8, Theorem 1, and 9, Lemma 2] the generalized Laplacian of G(x), AiG(x),

is such that AxG(x) =/(x) in G+x. So in particular AiF(x) =/(x). Since x was

an arbitrary point we conclude that A:F(x) =/(x) for all x. Furthermore since

c{u) I uI ~2 is in Pi on E2, we have that P(x) is continuous. These last two facts

plus the fact that fix) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order a on every

bounded domain enables us to conclude that P(x) is in class CC2) and that

V2P(x)=/(x). (See [6, Theorem l] and [5, pp. 289-296].)

By [3, Theorem l], iiir2)-1fcRFix)e-ixudu is (C, 1) summable to

— c(w)|„|-2 almost everywhere. But by Green's second identity, for w^O,

I    Fix)e~ixudu = —  I      | u\-2fix)e~ixudx
Jc_ J CB

/. 2irF(P cos 6, R sin 6)di | m |-V-«l»l <*» W>)/dR Rdd
o

/i 2x | M |-2c-«üi„i cos v-*i)ßf(R cos 0, P sin B)/dR Rdd
o

where w = (|u\ cos 0i, \u\ sin 0X).

Calling the last two integrals on the right side of (25) 7$ and IK respec-

tively, we shall now show that both 7| and IK are (C, 1) summable to zero.

For we observe that

/frrdr   = P-2   I      | x | Fix) cos (0 — 6i)\u \~xe-ixudx
I) \J  Co

i R

P-2   '
' 0

^ I u |-JP-2 f    | x | | Fix) | 0*x.

Now since c(w)|«|-2 is in L2 on P2, we have by the Plancherel theorem that

F{e) is in L2 and consequently that P_2/cB|x| | F{x)\dx tends to zero as P

tends to infinity, for

f    | x | | Fix) \dx£  f     | x | | F(x) | dx
J Cr J Cfi0

+ \ f |x|2_x] f |F(x)|2_xl
L J cR-cRo J     L «/ _ 2_cÄ0 J

7| is, therefore, (C, 1) summable to zero.
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To show that I¡¡ is (C, 1) summable to zero, we observe that

P-2 j    7rr<P
J o

(26)
,   ,    r2r    rB 9F

= p-2 » i-2 /. 2T            r. _                                               ^_0    I f2e-irl«l COS («-»!) -  (j  cos  ^   -  si-   0)¿r#
o •/o ôr0 «^ 0

After integrating by parts, we see that the right side of (26) becomes

. 2t

(27)

F(P cos 0, P sin 0)e-iBl"l «>• w-»i>P2_0
o

- | m |-2P-2 I    F(x) [2e~ixu - i | x | | u | cos (0 - 0i)e-i:cu]_x.

Since Fix) is the Fourier transform of a function in Pi, P(x) =o(l) as | x| —»°o.

Consequently the first expression in (27) tends to zero as P—->°o. The second

expression in (27) tends to zero as P—►<*> from considerations similar to those

involved in the discussion concerning 7_.

We conclude, therefore, from (25) that, under the assumption c(w)=0

for | «| _=l/2, for almost every u, (4ir2)_1/_2e_"u/(M)_„ is circularly sum-

mable (G 1) to c{u) for \u\ >l/2 and to 0 for \u\ _U/2.

Now given a general c{u), set/i(x) =fcll2eixuc{u)du and notice that /i(x)

is in class C(x). Then (4ir2)_1j"_2/i(x)e_i:rK_„ is, for almost every u, (C, 1)

circularly summable to c{u) for \u\ _sl/2 and to zero for \u\ >l/2. Further-

more, by the above proof, for almost every u, (4ir2)_1/_2[f(x) — fi{x)]e~ixudu

is (G 1) circularly summable to c{u) for |„| >l/2 and to 0 for \u\ _=l/2,

which fact concludes the proof to the theorem.

10. Extensions to higher dimensions. Designating the closed ¿-dimen-

sional sphere with radius at the origin by G?', we give the following ¿-dimen-

sional analogue to Theorem 1 without proof:

Theorem 6. Let T=fEkeixudfiu) be a k-dimensional trigonometric integral

with W{f, C(i) — u)=oi\u\a), a> —{k — 1), k^2. Let D* be a closed domain

contained in the interior of the k-dimensional fundamental cube ß. PAew there

exists a k-dimensional trigonometric series S= ^ameimx with coefficients am

= o(| m\ ") such that fcR»ieixudf{u) — Em_k ameimx is summable (C, a+k — 1)

to zero, uniformly for x in D*.

A similar ¿-dimensional analogue exists for Theorem 2. It is not apparent,

however, that Theorem 3 can be extended to ¿-dimensional space using the

techniques of this paper as investigation of the proof demonstrates.
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